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ON THE GENERALIZED SPECTRUM
FOR SECOND-ORDER ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS

ROBERT STEPHEN CANTRELL AND CHRIS COSNER

ABSTRACT. We consider the system of homogeneous Dirichlet boundary value

problems

(*) Liu = A[an(x)u + a\2(x)v],     L2V = ti[ai2{x)u + a.22{x)v]

in a smooth bounded domain fi C R", where Li and £2 are formally self-

adjoint second-order strongly uniformly elliptic operators. Using linear per-

turbation theory, continuation methods, and the Courant-Hilbert variational

eigenvalue characterization, we give a detailed qualitative and quantitative de-

scription of the real generalized spectrum of (*), i.e., the set {(A, fi) € R2 : (*)

has a nontrivial solution}. The generalized spectrum, a term introduced by

Protter in 1979, is of considerable interest in the theory of linear partial dif-

ferential equations and also in bifurcation theory, as it is the set of potential

bifurcation points for associated semilinear systems.

1. Introduction. Suppose that fi is a bounded smooth domain in Rw, N > 1,

and that Lt, i = 1,2, are second-order strongly uniformly elliptic operators acting

on functions from fi into C. Consider then the system

(1.1) Lyu = \[an(x)u + ai2(x)v],     L2v = fi[a2i(x)u + 022(2;)?;]

in fi, where u and v are required to satisfy homogeneous Dirichlet boundary con-

ditions. A point (A,/i) G C2 for which (1.1) has a nontrivial solution is called a

point of the generalized spectrum for (1.1). This term was introduced in 1979 by

Protter [14] for a class of problems which includes (1.1). He found that "the process

for obtaining lower bounds for the spectrum of a second order system is improved

substantially by the introduction of [this] generalization of the spectrum."

From a different though related point of view, generalized spectra represent the

potential primary bifurcation points to associated semilinear problems. Such prob-

lems provide good examples for the recently developed multiparameter bifurcation

theory (see, for example, Alexander and Antman [1, 2], Fitzpatrick, Massabo, and

Pejsachowicz [10, 11], and Ize, Massabo, Pejsachowicz, and Vignoli [13]). Further,

such semilinear systems determine the steady-states to reaction-diffusion systems

arising in the applications. In particular, the situation when L\ — L2 — —A and

diffusion coefficients are allowed to vary independently from equation to equation

occurs frequently.

For instance, Brown and Eilbeck [3] exploit the generalized spectrum to study

stabiltity properties of constant solutions to the problem

(1.2) ut(x,t)=diAu{x,t) +F(u,v),    vt{x, t) = d2Av(x, t) + G(u, v)
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when the diffusion coefficients dx and d2 are allowed to vary independently.

Of course, it should be noted that in the above situations, it is not the full

generalized spectrum of Protter [14] but rather its restriction to R2 which is of

paramount interest. We shall adopt this point of view in this article. Consequently,

unless otherwise specified the term generalized spectrum will now denote only the

set E = {{X,n) G R2: (1.1) has a nontrivial solution}.

The geometric properties of the generalized spectrum for (1.1) were studied in

detail in Cantrell [5] in the special case when L\ = L2, ay, i,j = 1,2, are positive

constants, and aua22 — a2\ai2 > 0. The generalized spectrum was determined to

be the collection of hyperbolae

{A„(a22M- A„)/((oiio22 -o2iOi2)//- A„an): n= 1,2,3,...}

where 0 < Xi < X2 < ■ ■ ■ are assumed to be the eigenvalues of Li on fi subject

to zero Dirichlet boundary data. In particular, the hyperbolae associated with Xm

and Xn, m < n, intersect precisely when

Xm       \/QllQ22 ~ y/a2iai2

Xn   ~   \Ja\lO-22 + x/021012

This information is used to analyze the bifurcation phenomena for the problem

Lu = Xf(u,v)
in fi,

(1-3) Lv = fxg{u,v)

u = 0 = 0 on dfi,

where /(0,0) = 0 = o(0,0) and (df/du)(0,0) = an, (df/dv){0,0) = o12,
(do/3u)(0,0) = o2i, and {dg/dv)(0,0) = a22.

The analysis of the generalized spectrum in this special case uses an elimination

procedure which depends heavily on the fact that the ay's are constant and that

the elliptic operator is the same in both equations. It is highly desirable to eliminate

these restrictions both from the point of view of studying geometric properties of

generalized spectra and from the point of view of applications to more general

semilinear problems of the form

L\u = Xf(x,u,v)
in fi,

(1.4) L2v = fig{x,u,v)

u = 0 = v on dfi,

where /(x, 0,0) = 0 = o(x, 0,0). The results for the special case in [5] are instructive

in this regard, in that they provide a good indication of what geometric structure

to expect in general. This last is especially valuable since a direct calculation of

the generalized spectrum is no longer possible.

In the present article, we obtain qualitative and quantitative information about

the generalized spectrum for (1.1) which is comparable to that obtained for the

special case in [5]. Our major techniques are the perturbation theory of linear

operators, continuation methods based on the implicit function theorem, and vari-

ational characterizations of eigenvalues as in Courant and Hilbert [9]. We shall

make the following assumptions:
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(i) L\ and L2 are of the form

N

Lku = - J2 {Akj{x)uXt)Xj + Ak(x)u,

i.j = l

where, for k — 1,2 (AkAx))^j=1 is symmetric and positive definite, Ak(x) > 0,

Aktj 6C71+Q(fi), i,j = l,...,N, Ak eCa{n), where 0 < a < 1.

(ii) ai} G Ca(fi), for i,j = 1,2, where 0 < a < 1.

(iii) an(x) > 0 on fi, 022(2) > 0 on fi, an(1)022(3;) — 02i(x)ai2(x) > 0 on fi.

In addition, we shall assume for the most part that

(iv) Oi2 =021.

We should note that while assumption (i) was not explicitly made in [5], it is

assumed there that the eigenvalues of Li — L2 are all real and positive.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In §2, basic qualitative

features of the set are developed via the perturbation theory of compact linear

operators and the implicit function theorem. More explicit quantitative informa-

tion is obtained in §3. Results on the multiplicity of eigenspaces corresponding to

points of the generalized spectrum are presented in §4. Finally, §5 deals with the

asymptotic structure of the generalized spectrum of (1.1).

2. Qualitative properties. Consider (1.1) and let E denote its generalized

spectrum. For s G [0,27r], let A(s) denote the operator

A(s}-fcoss      °   \{Li1      °   \fa^    a^\
A^>-{   0      sms)\   0      L^)\a12    a22)

where (iv) has been assumed. If (i) is assumed, standard elliptic theory implies

that L\l and L^1 are compact linear operators from Cg(fi) to Co+a(fi). Con-

sequently A(s) may be viewed as a compact linear operator on [Cr}+Q:(fi)]2 under

assumptions (i) and (ii). Observe that (A, a) G E precisely when A = (l/i(s))coss,

(j, = (l/t(s))sms where t(s) ^ 0 is an eigenvalue of A(s) for some s G [0,27r].

LEMMA 2.1.   Under assumptions (i)-(iv), the eigenvalues of A(s) are all real.

PROOF. We shall argue only in the case coss ^ 0 and sins 7^ 0, as the excep-

tional cases follow from analogous arguments for a single equation. Let us suppose

then that a G C is such that the null space N(I — &A(s)) / {0}. Then there are u

and v, not both identically zero, such that

L\u = a cos s(anu + ai2v)
in fi

L2v — cr sin s(ai2w + 022^)

with

u — 0 = v    on fi.

Consequently,

(2.1) L\U = tr(onu-|-ai2w),    L2v = a{a\2u + a22v)

where L\ — (l/coss)Li and L2 — (1/'sins)L2 are formally selfadjoint elliptic

operators. Taking complex conjugates of the equations of (2.1) we obtain

(2.2) Liu = &(anu + ai2v),    L2v = &(ai2u +a22v).
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Multiplying the top equation of (2.1) by u and the top equation of (2.2) by u,

integrating, and exploiting the formal selfadjointness of L\ yield

(2.3) 0 = (a — a) I  on|u|2+ /  ai2(avu — Wvu).
Jn Jn

Similarly, we may obtain

(2.4) 0 = (<r — a) I  022|^|2 + /  ai2(auv — Wuv).
Jn Jn

Adding (2.3) and (2.4) produces

0 = (a - a) I  /  Oh|m|2 + ai2{uv + vu) + a22|w|2 )

= (a - a) I  /  an|u|2 + 2ai2Re(uv) + a22M2 ) ■

Now

/  an|w|2 + 2ai2Re(uv) + a22\v\2
Jn

>  /  aii|u|2 - 2|a12| \u\ \v\ +a22|^|2
Jn

>0

since 011022 — (012)2 > 0 and (u, v) ^ (0,0). Hence a = a.

LEMMA 2.2.   Under assumptions (i)-(iv),

dim 7V(/ - aA{s)) = dim N{[I - oA(s)]2)

for all a G R and s G [0,2ir].

REMARK. The result is, of course, just the statement of the equality of the

geometric and algebraic multiplicities of the eigenspaces associated with (A, fi) G E.

PROOF. With no loss of generality, assume that cos s^O and sin s ^ 0. Suppose

that

*'-'«•»-«-{(£)•(£).(£)}•

Let us denote this span by V. Define A:^xV-»Rby

iffi-(s)|*(s)) _
= /    flu ( XI Ct^ I +°12 ( HC'^» )    (X]dfc^fc)

+ / ai2 (J2cm)+a22 (HCi^) (X]dfc^fc)-

Since aiia22 - (ai2)2 > 0, A gives an inner product on V. Consequently, we may

choose

(<Pi\    (<P2\ (<Pm\

Wi7,U2 7'""VVW
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so that *((*:)'(£)K
Next, observe that N(I - <tA(s)) = N(L - AA) where

L=(Ln1     °V    A=ftTCn°SS        °    V    and    A=(a"    °12 V
\ 0     L2 J \     0        a sins/ \ai2    a22 /

Furthermore, if y G R(L — AA), y = (LA — AAA)(A-1z) for some choice of x, and

consequently, if [( , )] denotes the inner product in [L2(fi)]2,

(»■*-'(*))-(«u-"4»«i_,'>-1-,(S))

-(l-'«.(lA-A^)(A-(«)j)

= (a-^-aa>(£))

= 0

since LA — AAA is selfadjoint on [L2(fi)]2, where the domain of LA - AAA is taken

to be [Lf2(fi)ni/01(fi)]2.

Now suppose that [7-ctA(s)]2z = 0. Then (I — aA(s))z = YlT=i c*(^-) f°r some

choice of constants {ci,... ,cm}. Consequently

(L-AA)z = J2^A{%)-
i = l

Hence

gc,AA(^),A-(g)]=0   fo,;=I,...,™.

But

(e^(s),a-(-)) = (e,a(S).(S))
=E«.(-(S).(g))=E^((S).(g))=E*-,-

Hence cy = 0 for j = 1,2,..., m, and (/ — aA(s))z = 0.

Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 enable us to establish the following theorem, which is the

fundamental qualitative observation on E.

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose (i)-(iv) hold and that dimN(I - ct0A(s0)) = k0 > 1

for some cq G R and sq G [0,27r]. Then there is a 6q > 0 and kr, analytic functions

from (so — <5o,so + <$o) Jr^° R> saV $ii • • •, $/t0 suc^ that

(a) $? (so) = a0\

(b) N(I - *j(8)A{s)) ± {0} for s G (so - r50, s0 + 60), j = 1,2,..., fc0;
(c) £/iere exists a neighborhood Vq of (a0 cos s0,a0 sin s0) such that

EH Vb = {($;,(s) cos s, $j(s) sins): sG (s0 - <S0, «o + <$0)i.7 = 1,2,..., fc0}.
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Moreover, for each j G {1,2,..., kr,}, there is an analytic function

Xj:(So-60,s0 + 80)^[Cr)+a(ri)}2

such that Xj(s) G N(I - $j(s)A(s)) \ {0} for all s G (so - 80, s0 + 80).

PROOF. Lemma 2.2 guarantees that N(I-a0A(s0)) = N((I-a0A(s0))2), while

Lemma 2.1 guarantees that the spectrum of A(s) C R for s G R. Using these facts,

the proof is obtained by adapting the proof of [15, Chapter 2, §2, Theorem 1,

pp. 57-64] to a Banach space setting, as was done in [4].

Theorem 2.3 has the following corollary which shall prove useful in the sequel.

COROLLARY 2.4. The number of components o/E in a sufficiently small deleted

neighborhood of (ar, cos sr,,ar, sin so) is even and < 2ko.

PROOF. Since the functions $i, $2, • • •, 3>/c0 are analytic, if two of them coincide

on a subset of (so — 8,so + 8) containing a cluster point, they must coincide on all of

(so — 8, sq+ 6). Thus, if two of them coincide on (s0 — 8,0) they must also coincide

on (so — 8, so + 8). Hence, the number of arcs corresponding to s < so is equal to

that for s > so, so the total number is even, and clearly less than or equal to 2/co.

In the next result we dispense with the symmetry assumption (iv). Without (iv),

eigenvalues for (1.1) need not have equal geometric and algebraic multiplicities (e.g.,

Example (3.9) in [8]). However, if the point (0, uo), /<o G R, is a simple eigenvalue

for (1.1), we can still give a description of E near (0, fir,). We shall also have use

for the next result when we investigate quantitative properties of E.

THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that (i) and (ii) are satisfied, a22(x) > 0, and no is a

simple eigenvalue of

(2.5) L2^ = "022^    in fii        tp = 0    on dfi

with eigenfunction xpQ normalized so that f^, xpQ = 1. Then in a neighborhood of

(0,/io), E consists of a curve which may be parameterized as (A,/t(A)), A G (—8q,8q)

for some 80 > 0, with /i(A) real analytic in X and fx(Q) = ^lq. Corresponding solu-

tions to (1.1) may be expressed as (u,v,X,fi) = ($(A), ip(X), A, u(A)) with $(A), ip{X)

also analytic in A.

PROOF. We set X = [Co+Q(fi)]2 x R2 and Y = [CQ(fi)]2 x R and apply the

implicit function theorem to F: X —* Y defined by

=   f Li$-A[0n$ +012^1^2^ -/l[a2l$ +022^],   /   [$2 + tf\ dx - 1 J .

The real part of the generalized spectrum of (1.1) consists precisely of the points

(A,/*) for which there exist $,ip such that F($,V>,A,u) = (0,0,0). It is clear

that F(0, Voi0,ao) = (0,0,0), so that (0,/io) belongs to the generalized spectrum.

Denote by DF the derivative of F with respect to the variables 3>, ip, and /z; then

for (p,q,cr) G [C2+a(fi)]2 x R we have

DF(0,t/>o,0,uo)(p,g,a) = ( Lxp,L2q - no{a2lp-\- a22q) - <Ta22ip0,2 / ip0q) .
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If DF(0, ^0,0, uo) is a bijection, then by the open mapping theorem it is a linear

homeomorphism, and we may apply the implicit function theorem. To see that the

map is injective, suppose that DF(0, ?/>o, 0, po)(p>°>°~) = (0>0,0). We have Lip = 0

so that p = 0; thus L2q = ^oa22q + aa22i)o- Multiplying the last equation by

ipo, integrating by parts over fi via the divergence theorem and the selfadjoint

structure of L2, and using (2.5) yields a fQa22ipQ = 0. Hence, a = 0; but then

L2Q — Poa22<7 = 0, and we also have 2 fn qip0 = 0. Since po is a simple eigenvalue of

(2.5) with eigenspace (i/>o), a = 0 is a simple eigenvalue of (L2 - Hoa22)i> = pif> in

fi, ip = 0 on r3fi, also with eigenspace (^>o), so since /n a«/>0 = 0, we must have q = 0.

Thus, DF(0,ipo,0,/to) is injective. To show the surjectivity of DF(0,t/)o,0,/to), we

try solving DF(0, ipo, 0, po)(p, <?, o") = (/, 9, r) G Y. For the first component we must

solve Lip = / in Cg+Q(fi), which is possible by our assumptions on Li. Hence, p

is determined, and for the second component we must solve

(2.6) L2q - fj,0a22q = g +/J,0a2ip + o-a22ip0

for q in (?o+Q(fi). By the Fredholm alternative we can solve (2.6) provided that a

is chosen so that

o- / 022^0 = - /  V>o[(o + W>o2ip)].
Jn Jn

Making that choice of a, we solve (2.6). The solution will not be unique; if q is a

solution, so is q + sipo f°r any s G R. Fix q; then for the third component we must

solve

(2.7) 2 / ^o<? = 2 f Vo(« + si>o) = r.
Jn Jn

However, (2.7) is equivalent to

2s f iP2 = r - 2 f rjj0q,
Jn Jn

which we can satisfy by making the appropriate choice of s. That choice deter-

mines q and gives our solution; hence DF(0, VoiO, /to) is surjective. Hence, we may

apply the implicit function theorem to assert that for A in some interval (—<5o,^o);

there are functions 3>(A), -0(A), /t(A) with $(0) = 0, ip(0) — Vo, and p(0) = p0

satisfying F("J>(A), ip(\), A,/t(A)) = (0,0,0), which implies that (A,p(A)) belongs to

the generalized spectrum. To conclude that the dependence on A is analytic, we

note that we may complexify X and Y and that for fixed $j,ipj,Xj,Hj, j = 1,2,

the function F($i + Zi$2, V'i + ^2^2, Ai + Z3A2,pi + 24P2) is complex analytic in

Z\,z2,z$,Z4. It follows from the analytic version of the implicit function theorem

(see [16, Theorem 1.48]) that <I>(A),^(A) and p(A) are analytic in A near A = 0.

We have already shown that $(A),V'(A), and /t(A) are real for A real, so we have

real analyticity for A G (-<5o,^o) with 80 sufficiently small.

REMARK. Theorem 2.5 was partially motivated by some ideas used in [6]. The

corresponding result clearly holds near (Ao,0) if Ao is a simple eigenvalue for

(2.8) L1$ = Aa11$    infi,        $ = 0    on dfi.

3. Quantitative results. We now turn to some quantitative questions about

E. Our first result describes how arcs in E emanate from points (0, po) or (Ao,0)

where po and Ao are simple eigenvalues of (2.5) and (2.8) respectively. For conve-

nience we state the result for (2.5).
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THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that (i)-(iv) hold and that po is a simple eigenvalue

for (2.5) with corresponding normalized eigenfunction ipr,. If ($(A), ip(\), A,p(A))

is as in Theorem 2.5, we have

(3.1) p'(0) < 0,

with strict inequality if ai2(x)xpo(x) ^ 0.

The expressions p'(0) and $'(0) can in principle be calculated; see (3.2), (3.6)

below.

PROOF. By Theorem 2.5, we may differentiate (1.1) with respect to A at

A = 0. Doing so, denoting $'(0) by $i, and substituting ($(0),t/>(0),0,p(0)) =

{0,ipo, 0,po) yields

(3.2) £i*i=oiaifo

with $i G Co+Q(fi). The analyticity of 3>(A) and tp(X) then permits us to write

$(A) = A$i + A2$2(A), V(A) = ^o + A^i(A), with $2 and Vi bounded as A -> 0.
Using that representation in (1.1), multiplying the second equation by tpo, then

integrating yields

(3.3) f iAo(L2t/;o + AL2^1)
Jn

= p(A)   /   [Aai2$l^0 + A2Oi2$2'0O +022^0 + Aa22V'oV'l]-
Jn

Using (2.5) and integration by parts in the integral on the left side of (3.3) yields

(3.4)

p(0)   /   (022^0 +^Q22^oV'l)
Jn

= p(A) / [a22tpQ + Xa22il)0ipi] + Xfi(X) /  a^^i^o + A2p(A) /  a12$2ipo-
Jn Jn Jn

By (3.2) we may replace ai2tpo with Li$i in the second integral on the right side

of (3.4). Rearranging (3.4) then yields

(3.5) [p(A) - p(0)] f [022^0 + Ao22^o^i]
Jn

=-Ap(A)    /  ^iLi^, + A /  a12$2ip0   •
Un Jn

For A near 0, the integral on the left side of (3.5) is positive, so we have

p(A)-p(0) = /n$i£i$i +A/n Qia^o

X fn{a22ip^ + Xa^-ipoip!)

Letting A —> 0, we have

(3.6) p'(0) = -po / $iLi$i / / 022^0-
Jn /   Jn

By (i)-(iii) we have /to > 0 and the integral in the numerator in (3.6) nonnegative.

That integral will be strictly positive if $i ^ 0, which will be true by (3.2) if

ai2^o ^ 0.
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REMARK. Theorems 2.5 and 3.1 are quantitative in the sense that they give

information about the location and direction of some of the arcs constituting E

in terms of quantities which can in principle be calculated. The computational

nature of the result depends on the hypothesis that /to is a simple eigenvalue, which

has the consequence of allowing us to use A instead of arclength as a parameter

determining $,«/>, and /t. In the more general case it may be possible to use the

parameterization of Theorem 2.3 and obtain some information about dX/ds and

dfi/ds near a point so where we have some information about A(so), /t(so), and the

corresponding eigenspace for (1.1).

We shall now employ a variational characterization of eigenvalues to describe how

points of E are distributed along rays in the first quadrant in R2. To formulate the

variational approach, we consider systems of the form

2

(3.7) LiW{ = o-2_,aij{x)wj    in ^i        i = 1,2,

w\ = w2 = 0    on <9fi

where the operators Li satisfy (i) and the coefficients ay satisfy (ii)-(iv) so that

(aij)1 =1 is a positive definite symmetric matrix. We observe that for such sys-

tems we may apply the variational formulation of the eigenvalue problem given by

Courant and Hilbert [9]. By the type of analysis done in Lemma 2.1, we see that

spectrum of (3.7) consists of a discrete set {a>} of real eigenvalues which can be

ordered so that ak < Ofc+i and o> —► oo as k —► oo. Following Courant and Hilbert,

we set

(3.8) £>'[*]=/     T A\3(x)$>Xt$>x.+Al(x)$2   ,        1 = 1,2,
Jn Iv^1

and

(3.9) H\{u,v),{$,iJ))} = / [anu$ + a12{wp + v$) + a22vil)]
Jn

with H[(u,v)] = H[(u,v),(u,v)]. We observe that by (ii)—(iv) H defines an inner

product, and write ($,i/>)-L(u,t;) if H[(<&,ip), (u,v)] = 0. It follows precisely as in

the case of single equation treated in [9] that the fcth eigenvalue for (3.7) is given

by

(3.10) ak= sup inf [(D1[$]+D3[1>])/H[(9,tl>)]].
vc[Hi(n)}2 (*^)e[/f,J(n)]2

V = {(uuvi),...,{uk-1,vk-1)} (*,t/>)xV

The characterization (3.10) yields a comparison theorem for eigenvalues of (3.7)

analogous to those given for a single equation in [9, Chapter VI, §1]. We state the

comparison result below, but omit the proof; it is essentially the same as that given

by Courant and Hilbert for a single equation.

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that {o~\},{o~1} are the spectra for two systems of the

form (3.7), with Dla, Ha, a — 1,2, the corresponding forms defined in (3.8), (3.9).

IfD[[u] > D2\u] for / = 1,2 and all u G iLj(fi) and #i[(u,v)] < H2[{u,v)) for all
(u,v) G [H0l(U)\2, then for all k we have aj. ~>o\-
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Theorem 3.2 is quantitative in the sense that it allows us to obtain information

about the location of points of E for (1.1) via comparison with other systems. We

will use that approach to obtain most of our remaining results.

To apply Theorem 3.2 we must recast (1.1) in the form (3.7). To that end, we

consider the points of the generalized spectrum lying along a fixed ray in the real

A — p plane. For any m > 0 we consider the ray p — Am; along that ray, (1.1) may

be written as

(3.11) Li$ = A(an$ + ai2^),     (l/m)L2ip = X(ai2$ + a22ip)

or, equivalently,

(3.12) mLi$ = p(an^ + ai2^),    L2ip = p(a12$ + a22ip).

Both (3.11) and (3.12) have the same form as (3.7). The points of E lying on the ray

p = Xm can thus be characterized as (Xk(m), p,k(m)) with ixk(m) — mXk(m) and

with Afc(m),pfc(ra) the fcth eigenvalues for (3.11) and (3.12) respectively. Hence,

we can use Theorem 3.2 to describe the direction of the arcs constituting E in the

first quadrant. We have

THEOREM 3.3. Suppose (i)—(iv) hold. If form > 0 (Xk(m),fik(m)) denotes the
kth point of intersection (counting multiplicities) ofT, with the ray p — Xm, A > 0,

then, (Afc(m),pfc(ra)) varies continuously with m. As functions of m, Xk(m) is

nonincreasing; and fJ,k(m) = mXk(m) is nondecreasing.

REMARKS. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that as (A, /t) moves along one of the arcs

constituting the set E in the direction of increasing A, p must be nonincreasing. If

(A,p) passes through a point of the generalized spectrum with multiplicity greater

than one, then in general several arcs will emanate from the point; however, all of

them must be nonincreasing in p as A increases. Because of this phenomenon, the

curve (Afc(m),pfc(m)) will generally not be differentiable in m. That such is the

case may be seen by considering the constant coefficient problem studied in [5].

PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3. Defining Da as in (3.8) and taking H as defined by

(3.9) for the systems (3.11) and (3.12), we have by (3.10) applied to (3.11) that

,   , , D1m + (l/m)D2M
3.13 Afc (m )= sup inf -[   'V.' . '-—.

vciHKn))* (*,v0e[H«!(n)]2 #[(*,^)]
V={(ui,ui),.. .,(u*-i,«*_,)}       (*,-0)xV

Clearly, (l/m)L>2[^] is nonincreasing for any V as m increases; Dl and H are

unchanged, so by Theorem 3.2 Xk(m) is nonincreasing in m. To see that fik(m) is

nondecreasing in m, we apply (3.10) to (3.12) to obtain

mDlm + D2W))
3.14 pfc(m) = sup inf -„. '     ,.. L  J

V={(«i,«i).(ut-i,m-i)}      (*^)xv

and note that mD1 [$] is nondecreasing in m and D2 and H do not involve m, and

again apply Theorem 3.2.

Notice now that if <5 > 0 is such that m - 8 > 0, we have

(3.15) Xk(m + 8) < Afc(m) < Xk(m - 8)
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and

(3.16) fJ.k(m + 8)> fj,k(m)> fik(m-8).

Since (3.16) is equivalent to

(m + 8)Xk(m + 8) > mXk(m) > (m - 8)Xk(m - 8),

(3.15) and (3.16) imply that

TYl TYl
-TAfc(m) < Xk(m + 8) < Xk(m) < Xk(m - 8) <-Xk(m).
m + o m — o

Therefore Xk(m) and fJ.k(m) — mXk(m) are continuous functions of m.

The final result of this section tells how points (0, //) can be connected to points

(A,0) via arcs in E.

THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that (i)—(iv) hold. Let pfc denote the kth eigenvalue of

(2.5) and Xk the kth eigenvalue of (2.8). Then there exists an arc in E connecting

(0,pfc) to (Afci0).

PROOF. We can write (1.1) as

L\u = <7C0Ss(aiiii + ai2v),    L2v = <7sins(ai2W + 022^)

which is equivalent to (3.12) with p = <rsins and m = tans, s G (0,7r/2). If

we start at s = tt/2 and let s decrease toward zero, then by Theorem 2.3 the

part of E in the first quadrant lying in a neighborhood of (0, p*) with p* = fik

consists of a system of analytic arcs equal in number to the multiplicity of p*.

By fixing k and choosing s close enough to 7r/2, we can put the arcs into one-

to-one correspondence with p,k,p,k+i,...,(ik+i-i, where / is the multiplicity of p*.

Choosing the arc corresponding to p,k, we see that for some e > 0, if s = 7r/2 -£, the

point where the fcth arc meets the ray p = mX with m = tans is (Xk(m),ixk(m))

where (Xk(m), fjtk(m)) is as in Theorem 3.3. Then by Theorem 3.3 we can decrease s

and hence m until (Xk(m), fik(m)) meets the arc corresponding to Xk and emanating

from (A*,0) with A* = Xk. (That such an arc exists and meets (Xk(m),fik(m)) for

m sufficiently small follows from the same argument used to assert the existence of

such an arc emanating from (0,p*) with p* = fik.)

4. Multiplicity estimates. We now consider the problem of bounding the

dimension of the eigenspace at points of the generalized spectrum. Our results

are qualitative in content but require some of the quantitative methods of the

previous section. In general, there will be points at which the eigenspace will have

dimension two. As shown in [5], this phenomenon already occurs in the case where

L1 = L2 = L, all the eigenvalues for L4> = A3> in fi, $ = 0 on dfi, are simple,

and the coefficients atj are constant. The issue is complicated further by the fact

that question of multiplicities of eigenvalues for a single elliptic operator is a subtle

and difficult one. Methods based on the theory of positive operators can be used

to show that under appropriate hypotheses the first eigenvalue of a second-order

elliptic system is simple; see [7, 8]. Even for the Laplacian, higher eigenvalues

may have multiplicity greater than one. However, the simplicity of all eigenvalues

of the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions on domains in R™ is known

to be generic (in an appropriate sense) with respect to the domain; see [12, 17].

We shall proceed by assuming that fi is a domain for which the eigenvalues of
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the Laplacian are all simple and using Theorem 3.2 to compare our system with a

simpler one, constructed from the Laplacian, for which we can readily determine

the eigenvalues occurring along the ray /t = Am. Since the choice of comparison

systems is somewhat arbitrary, our approach illustrates a situation common in the

theory of partial differential equations: the technique is more significant than any

specific result that it yields. Thus our analysis is not the only possible one, but

serves to explicate the method. (The question of estimating the first eigenvalue is

somewhat different than that of estimating higher eigenvalues; that problem was

treated by Protter in [14].)

In the remainder of this section we shall assume the following:

HYPOTHESIS S. The domain fi is such that the spectrum of

(4.1) —Aw = iw    in fi,        w = 0    on 3fi

consists of a sequence 71 < 72 < 73 < ■ • ■ of simple eigenvalues. As noted above,

Hypothesis S is satisfied generically with respect to fi.

We shall proceed by considering points of E lying on the ray p = mX, A > 0,

and comparing them with multiples of the eigenvalues for (4.1) via Theorem 3.2.

Following the notation of Theorem 3.3, let ((l/m)/j,k(m),nk(m)) denote the fcth

point of intersection of E with the ray emanating from the origin given by p =

mA, A > 0. For specified regions of the A-p plane we will show via Theorem

3.2 that for each m there are intervals Ik which can be given explicitly in terms

of eigenvalues of (4.1) and bounds on coefficients in our system, and for which

Pfc(m) G Ik. We will then give conditions under which no point on p = mX can

belong to more than two such intervals and hence no eigenvalue on the ray can have

multiplicity greater than two.

To obtain bounds for (ik(m) via comparison of our system with simpler ones,

we must give explicit bounds for certain quantities depending on the coefficients of

our system. We shall assume conditions (i)-(iv). Further, we shall assume that for

1 = 1,2, e; and Ei are positive constants such that

n

ei\Z\2 < T Aytz)^ < E^\2,        x G fi, £ G R",
(4-2) i%

Al(x)=0,        xGfi.

(The condition Al(x) = 0 is not necessary for our arguments, but simplifies the

computations.) If we set h(u, v) — an(x)u2 + 2ai2(x)uv + a22(x)v2, then we have

a-(x)(u2 + v2) < h(u,v) < a+(x)(u2-\-v2) where o-(x) and<7+(:r) are respectively

the smaller and larger eigenvalues of the matrix ((ay (1))). Since by (iii) the matrix

is positive definite in fi, we have

(4.3) q(u2+v2) <h(u,v) <Q(u2+v2)

where Q = snp^a+(x) > 'mi-^a-(x) = q > 0. Finally, for each fixed k G Z+ we

have by Hypothesis S that

(4.4) R(K)=       inf      (8k+1/6k)>l.
kE{l,.,K)

We can now state a multiplicity result based on Theorem 3.2.
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that Hypothesis S and conditions (i)-(iv), (4.2) and

(4.3) hold. Let R(K) be as defined in (4.4) and suppose that we can choose positive

constants b, B with b < B such that

(4.5) bex <e2<E2< BEX

and

(4.6) R(K) >mzx{BE1/be1,E2Q/he1q,BE1Q/e2q}.

Then if (A,p) G E is in the region of the A-p plane bounded by p = 6A, p = BX,

and p = E2^ii/q, the dimension of the eigenspace for (1.1) at (A,p) is either one

or two.

REMARK. Condition 4.6 will be met if for example we can take all the constants

on the right sufficiently close to one; or if we are given any set of constants and

R(K) is sufficiently large. The condition arises in its specific form from our choice

of comparison systems; there are various other possibilities.

PROOF. We consider the comparison systems

—beiAu = pQu,

(4.7) -e2Aw = fiQv    in fi,

u — v — 0    on <9fi

and

—BE\Au = nqu,

(4.8) -E2Av - fiqv    in fi,

u = v = 0       on <3fi,

where the constants are as in (4.2), (4.3). The eigenvalues for (4.7) belong to the

sequences (/£*)j€z+ = ((bei/Qhj)jeZ+ and (/t2)jez+ = ((e2/Qhj)jeZ+; similarly,

the eigenvalues for (4.8) belong to the sequences (pj)jez+ = ((BEi/q)^j)j€Z+ and

{P-])jez+ — {{^2/q)lj)jEZ+- It is not immediately obvious how the full spectra

(p ,)kEZ+ and (p.k)k£z+ of (4-7) and (4.8) respectively are related to the sequences

(p1), (p2), (pJ), and (p.2). However, by (4.5) and (4.6) we have

(4.9) ba <e2< E2Q/q < R(K)bei

and similarly

(4.10) E2 < BEX < E2R(K).

(For our purposes inequalities of the form e2 < be\ < R(K)e2 and/or BE\ < E2 <

BE\R(K) would serve as well as (4.9), (4.10); using those inequalities instead of

(4.9), (4.10) would lead us to require a slightly different form of (4.6).) It follows

from (4.9), (4.10) that p1 < p2 < p1     and /t2 < pj < /t2+1 for 1 < j < K; thus

for 1 < i < K we may take /£,_, = p1, /£, = /f2, P2t-i = p2 and p,2l = p,j. We

now use Theorem 3.2 to compare the eigenvalues of (4.7), (4.8) with those of (3.12).

(We recall that E is determined by those eigenvalues.) Conditions (4.2) and (4.3)

permit the comparisons; we have for example

H[(u, v)} = f h(u, v)<Q f(u2+ v2)
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and

bei / |Vu|2 < m /   V, A\}uXiuXi = mDl[u\,

i,j=l

ej \*v\* < f J2 AlvXivXj=D*[v]
»,i=i

so that p   < fik(m); similarly (J,k(m) < pfc, provided b < m < B. Thus, we have

for 1 < k < K

(4.H) (bex/Qhk < P2fc-i(m) < (E2/q)lk,

(e2/<2bfc < P2fc(H < (BEx/q)ik.

The inequalities (4.11) establish intervals in which the eigenvalues fxk must lie. To

see that no eigenvalue can have multiplicity greater than two, it suffices to observe

that there are no points belonging to more than two such intervals. Another way

of expressing that information is via the following inequalities, obtained from (4.6)

and (4.11):

(4.12) p2j_i = /t2 = (E2/q)l3 < (beiR(K)/Q)1}

< (bei/QhJ+i = /£*+1 = /£2>+1

and

P2, = fi} = (BEJq)^ < (eiRW/Qfrj < p2+1 = p2j+2.

Hence p,k < /£.,,, so that no point can belong to more than two intervals Ik =

[p ,p/c]. Thus, no eigenvalue nk(m) can have multiplicity greater than two. Since

the points of E have the form ((l/m)pfc(m), fj,k(m)), the dimension of the nullspace

for (1.1) is at most two.

5. Asymptotic results. We have seen that for A near zero, E consists of

arcs emanating from the point (0, p) where p is an eigenvalue for L2V' = pa22'4> in

fi, ijj = 0 on dfi. We now consider the behavior of E for A large and positive. We

shall assume that conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied, and further that (4.2) holds and

an,ai2 G Cx(fi). Let qk(L,c(x)) denote the fcth eigenvalue for

(5.1) Lw = qc(x)w    in fi,        w — 0    on 3fi.

Define aoo(x) by

(5.2) a00(x)=a22-a212/an.

We then have the following:

THEOREM 5.1. For each 8 > 0 and j G Z+, there exists a number X such that

E has a subset Sj C {(A,p): A > A, |p - 7J(L2,a00)| < 8} with Sj C\ [{A} x {p :

|p — 7j(L2,aoo)| < f5}] is nonempty for all A > A.

REMARK. Since E consists of a network of piecewise analytic arcs, we can thus

vary (A, p) continuously in such a way that (A, p) G E, A —> 00, and p —> 7, (L2, Ooo).

PROOF. Let D\D2, and H be as defined in (3.8), (3.9). Let P be the matrix

/l    a12/an \
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then

p-1 _ (l   -012/011 \

~V°       1     /"
We note that multiplication of a vector valued function (written as a column vector)

by P generates a bounded, invertible operator on [iLj(fi)]2. Let

(5.3) H[(u, v), ($, iP)} = J(auu$ + a^viP).

A calculation shows that if wi,W2 G [/Lj(fi)]2, then

(5.4) H[PwuPw2} = ff[w,,wj|.

We shall write Wilf/W2 if Lf[wi,W2] = 0 and wi_LpW2 if Lf[wi,W2] = 0.   By

(5.4) we see that wi_L#W2 if and only if Pwi±jjPw2. If V = {wi,..., Wfc_i}

and PV = {Pwi,..., Pww} then

(5.5) w±HV if and only if Pwl^PV.

If we denote w by (u, v) and Pw by (u, v) then v = v and u = u + ai2v/an so that

u = u — ai2v/an. Hence D^u] = Dl[u — a^v/an] and D2[v) = D2[v\. Thus we

have

mD1[u]+D2[v] __ mD1[u-a12v/all]+D2[v\

H[(u,v)}        "' H[{u,v)]

and by (5.5)

mDl\u) + D2\v] _ mL^^it-oiati/aiil+D2^]

(u,v)±Hv       H[{u,v)]        ~ {u,v)xspv H[{u,v)]

Since the map generated by P is invertible, it follows that the family of possible

(k — l)-tuples V is identical to the family of (A: — l)-tuples PV; thus, in view of

(3.15), we have

Hk(m) = sup inf      -r^rf-~^-
VQ{H<(n)]2      (n,v)±HV H[(U,V)\

V={wi,...,w*_j}

1 ' ; . .      mL>1[w-oi2ii/aii]+L»2[w]
= sup inf-=-;-—.

vc[H^(n)]2    (u,v)±f,v H[(u,v)\

V'={yi,.-.,y*-i}

We will now drop the tildes on the (u, v) terms in the second line of (5.6) and

estimate the terms occurring there. We have
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By condition (i), the map (£,»/) *—► J2i 1=1 -^yM&'b' is an inner product on RN

for any fixed x, so

(58) |2£4-(-).,

and hence by (5.7) and (5.8) we have

(1 - ml'2)Dl[u] + (1 - m-1/2)L»1[(ai2^/ai1)] < L*1^ - (a^v/an)],

L>> - {ai2v/an)\ < (1 + m1/2)L>M«] + (1 + m-:/2)L>1[(ai2«;/ai1)].

By assumption 012/011 G C1(fi) so there are constants ifi and K2 such that

(5.10) 0<(a12/a11)2<Kl    and    0 <  f" A\3 (^-\     (^)     < K2.
rr*.        \aujx   \an

Also, by (4.2), 0 < Dl[v\ < (E1/e2)D2[v\. Finally,

(5.11) 7i(-A,l) j v2 < j \Vv\2 < (l/e2)D2[v]

for any v G Lfg(fi) by Poincare's inequality. Thus, using (5.10), (5.11) and (4.2),

[Uii/x/      \ou/   *J_

(5.12) iv ,      .2

+ /E4 S   ^

<2K2 f v2 + 2K1Di[v]

< (2[K2(11(-AA))-1 +KlE1\/e2)D2[v}.
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For m < 1 and K3 sufficiently large (but independent of m) we have by (5.9) and

(5.12)

(5.13) Dl\u - (a12v/an)} > (1 - m^D^u] + (1 - m^2)K3D2[v]

and

(5.14) Dl[u - (a12v/an)} < (1 +m1/2)L>>] + (1 +m-l'2)K3D2[v\.

Let

(5.15)
.c     m(l-ml'2)Dl[u] + (l + m(l-m-x/2)K3)D2{v\

p.(m) = sup mi     ---
vc[iY,5(n)]2    (u,v)±kv H[(u,v)\

V={wi,...,wfc_i}

and let

(5.16)
. c     m(l + m1/2)Li1[ti] + (l+m(l + m-1/2)Jft:3)L'2M

Pfc(m) = sup mi     -=-
vc[H^(n)\2    (u>v)±hv H{(u,v)\

V={wi,...,wfc_i}

where m is chosen sufficiently small so that 1 + m(l — m~xl2)K3 > 0. Then by

(5.6), (5.13) and (5.14) we have

(5.17) Hk(m) ^ Vk(m) < p-k(m).

From (5.15) and (5.16) we have that p (m) and fik(m) are the fcth eigenvalues for

(5.18) m(l - m1^2)Liu = panu,     (1 + m(l - m~l^2)K3)L2v — paoo^

and

(5.19) m(l + m1/2)Liu = pan«,     (1 + m(l + m~1/2)K3)L2v = pOoo«

respectively. Hence, the sequence (p Am)) is precisely the set

{m(l - m1/2)7,(L1,an), [1 - m1/2K3 + mK^^^^)}

written in increasing order; similarly, (jj,k(m)) is the set {m(l + m1/2)7t(Li, an),

[1 + m}l2K3 + mK3]^j(L2,aoc)} written in increasing order, since the systems

(5.18) and (5.19) are uncoupled. We wish to show that for all j G Z+ and all m

sufficiently small there is a k G Z+ such that

(5.20) [1 - ml'2K3 + mK3\lj(L2,a00) < ^(m) < fik(m)

and

(5.21) pfc(m) < jik(m) < [1 + m1/2K3 + m/S^h^, a^).

Such will be the case provided that whenever

fj.k(m) = [1 -m1/2/i:3+mii:3]7:,(A2,a0O)

then for some r > 0, flk+r(m) = [l+m1/2./\3-|-m.K'3]7:?(L2,a0o). Thus, we want to

have the number of eigenvalues of (5.19) less than [1 + ml/2K3 + mK3}^J(L2,a00)

to be at least as large as the number of eigenvalues of (5.18) less than

[1 - m1/2yY3 +m/Y3]7i(L2,o00).
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The number of such eigenvalues arising from the second equation in either system

will be j — 1, so we need only show that if

(5.22) m(l - ro1/2b.(£i,ou) < [1 - mll2K3 + mK3]l3(L2,aoc)

then

(5.23) m(l + m1/2)7l(Li,on) < [1 + ml'2K3 + mK3)l3(L2,a<x>).

Now, (5.22) implies that

m(l + m1/2)7t(L1,o11)<    | * "1/a   [I - mxl2K3+mK3]1](L2,a0O)

so (5.23) follows provided that we have

(5.24) i-^i/a   ^-ml'2K3 + mK3]<[l + ml'2K3+mK3).

Since we assume m < 1, (5.24) is equivalent to the corresponding inequality mul-

tiplied on both sides by (1 - m1//2). Performing the multiplication and simplifying

yields the equivalent inequality

(5.25) mK3 <K3-1.

We may choose K3 > 1; then (5.25) holds and hence (5.22) implies (5.23), provided

m is sufficiently small. Thus, for each j G Z+ and for all m sufficiently small, there

is a point (A,p) = (p/m,p) G E such that

(5.26) [1 - mll2K3 + mX3]7J(L2,a0O) < p < [1 + mxl2K3 + mK3}l3(L2,aoo).

Since we may choose p to depend continuously on m, we may take A to be a

continuous function of m with A —► oo as m —♦ 0. The intermediate value theorem

then implies that A takes on all sufficiently large values. For m sufficiently small,

(5.26) gives |tj(L2iOoo) _ H < °! so tne points (A,p) form the desired set Sj.
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